
Grammar exercises 

1  Change the active sentences to passive sentences and the passive sentences to active sentences using 

     the verb from the first sentence. 

   1 Are you offering the weekend training course to non-members this month? 

      Are non-members being offered the weekend training course this month? 

   2 I have been offered a job as a sales agent for the Harper Brown Company. 

      The Harper Brown Company _____ me a job as a sales agent. 
   3 The courier brought the package this afternoon. 

      The package ____ by the courier this afternoon. 
   4 The R & D people won't present their new application tomorrow. 

      The new application _____ by the R & D people tomorrow. 

   5 All Kotaro Tamura's clients are sent greeting cards every year. 
      Kotaro Tamura _____ all his clients greeting cards every year. 

   6 Can customers assemble our tables quickly? 

       ______ our tables _____ quickly? 

   7 We haven't replaced the old tires yet. 

      The old tires ______ yet. 

   8 Have you been introduced to all the office personnel? 

      ______ anyone ______ you to all the office personnel? 
 

2   Complete the text with the passive form of the verbs in parentheses. 

 

To connect to a wireless intemet network, you need a router and a wireless 

adapter. The information 1  is received (receive) by the router through a normal 
internet cable and then it 2 ____________(send) to the wireless adapters. 
Radio waves 3____________ (use) to transmit the information to the adapters. 
In the right conditions, the signal transmission travels up to a mile in all directions. 
The signal 4 ____________(pick up) by the wireless adapter and the computer 
reads the information. When the wireless system 5____________(set up), 
several computers can 6 __________ (connect) at the same time, without 
the need for cables. Problems with the signal 7_______________sometimes 

_______________ (cause) by microwaves and mobile phones. 

 

 

 


